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Stone and Garden Elements

Natural time aged stone to enhance your home and garden.
Limestone fountain elements, weathered, distressed statuary, ancient troughs, stone sinks, urns and
planters are some of the distinctive pieces which we venture at length to salvage. We also have an
occasional find of garden elements made from materials other than stone.
There are numerous creative ways to incorporate the elements into your design concept.

Fountains and Stone Water Features

Withstanding the test of time, these ancient water features are a centerpiece or a wall mounted old stone
fountain element.
To your design specifications, we can provide the enhancement desired for your entry, courtyard or garden
space.
Our sculptors in the old world will also create fountains or stone water features old stone, for your own
design specifications.

Reclaimed Stone Flooring

Since the early 19070s we have specialized in the salvage and import of the finest Antique Flooring in the
world. The classic style and elegance of our Italian “Basilica” , Tuscan, and Venetian stone from the
ancient limestones of Italy, the beautiful Chateaux stone Dalle de France and Dalle Barre from France or
the lovely Bluestone and flooring of Belgium are some of just a few of the materials we resource.
Tested and proven by time, these floors provide a unique option when you desire something to be
authentically from the past and be truly special.

Reclaimed Terra Cotta Flooring

We strive for the ultimate quality in all our materials. We sourced our Terra Cotta from all over Eastern and
Western Europe, especially from Italy, France, Spain, Portugal and Turkey.

Terra Cotta has been used for many hundreds of years as a great flooring choice for a warm, rustic and
traditional Mediterranean look. Each authentic reclaimed tile is slightly different in texture, color and
shape, giving the floor a distinctive old world charm and patina.
Having endured many years of foot traffic, the antique Terra Cotta tiles are well suited for any room in your
home and make wonderful surfacing for outdoor patios and walkways.
We specialize in locating the highest quality of the unique reclaimed and recycled tiles. Carefully selected
and sorted by size, color and patina to insure a truly individualized floor our clients can be proud of.
These terra Cotta tiles are reclaimed from villas, old farmhouses, schools, government facilities and
primarily from villages of France, Italy and Spain.

Newly Quarried Flooring

Our remarkable selection of the finest newly quarried flooring from the mid east, India, and Europe. We
have major exclusive sources in Italy, France and Spain which reflects the best possible quality for all
architectural and design concepts. We have created beautiful exclusive stone flooring which features
unique combinations of colors, textures, and compositions, with contemporary or timeless aged finishes.
For all your interior or exterior surfacing requirements, our entire line is available in multiple dimensions
and patterns, textures and patinas.
As direct importers of these materials, we have hands on control with respect to your important choices in
a finished product, for your home or business.
We are happy to provide samples for your project.
Design consultation available.

New Pots and Planters
From the Mediterranean Region.
Handmade and fired in the original manner. Many selections and dimensions to choose from, these may be
used for a variety of decorative purposes. Available in particular color glazed techniques to create the feel
you desire for your home or business.

Antique Pots and Planters and Vats

From the Mediterranean Region
The grand, giant terra Cotta Amphora used in the past as Spanish, Italian, Portugese wine vats, olive jars,
and orchard pots. Remarkable the quality and durability of these High Kiln fired storage pots.
Use for water features, fruit tree planters, flower arrangements and multiple decorative uses for your home
or commercial project.

